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Foreword
Intensive water protection measures launched in the early 1970s have brought
sigriificant reductions in water pollution. Increasingly effident wastewater
treatment has resulted in improved water quality in many areas affected by
industrial and urban discharges. Most of the Finnish inland waters are in good or
very good condfflon. However, the overail condffion of rivers is not quite as good.
The Gulf of Finland is the sea area hardest hitby eutrophicaffon.
Although ffiere has been a reduction in point source pollution, the overail
condffion of water areas gives cause for concern, the main probiem being non
point source polluifon. The extensive blue-green aigal blooms in our inland waters
and the Baltic Sea in summer 1997 were an indicaffon ffiat eutrophication, caused
by continuous nutrient discharges and the release of nuffients accumulated in
boftom sediments, is spreading. At the moment, eutrophicafion is the most serious
challenge to the protection of Finnish waters.
Though affected by human acfivffles in some areas, the overail condffion of
groundwater in Finland remains good. Nevertheless, the increasing use of
groundwater in urban areas and its importance to the diversity of the natural
environment cafl for more effldent protecffon measures.
The Coundl of State Resolufion on Water Protection Targets for the Year 2005,
issued on March 19, 1998, sets out the overail and polluter-spedfic targets
concerning effective groundwater protec%on and the reducffon of nutrient
discharges causing eutrophication. The Resolution also calls for a complementary
action programme seffing out the measures necessary for achieving the targets
and their timing, to be drawn up and approved by the Ministry of the Environment
and the Ministry of Agriculture and forestry.
The Resolufion has been prepared jointly with those responsible for
discharges. The target programme for water protecffon is based on the proposal
concerning water protection targets for the year 2005, drawn up by the Finnish
Environment Institute and submifted to the Ministry of the Environment, and the
report ‘Water Protecffon Targets for the Year 2005’ of November 28, 1996, drawn
up by a worldng group appointed by the Ministry of the Environment. The Ministry
of the Environment would like to extend its thanks to ali those involved in the
preparaifon of the target programme.
Ministry of the Environment
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Councd of State Resolution of
March 19, 1998 on Water
Protection Tarets for the Year
2005
...............................................
Following deliberaffons by the Cabinet finance Committee and the Cabinet
Economic Policy Committee, the Coundil of State has today, on March 19, 1998, on
the submission of the Minisfry of the Environment, dedded to launch preparafions
and the impiementation of the following measures aimed at steering the planning,
decision-making and monitoring of water protecfion.
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Present situation
About 80% of Finnish lakes can be dassffied as being in good or very good condifion.
The overail condition of rivers is not quite as good, one reason being that small
rivers in parficular are more sensitive to non-point source polluifon than lakes.
The Gulf of Finland is the sea area hardest hit by eutrophicafion. However,
there are signs that the probiem is also affecting the inner and central parts of the
Archipelago Sea, the Quark archipelago and the norffi-eastern parts of the Bothnian
Bay.
Thanks to effecffve water protecfion, the quality of some coastal and inland
waters has improved. Inmany areas affected by urban and industrial wastewater,
effective wastewater freatment has also led to an improvement in water quality.
Alffiough ffiere has been a reduction in point source polluifon, the overail condiffon
of Finnish waters has nevertheless deteriorated, the main reason being non-point
source pollufion. The blue-green aigal blooms affecting large areas of Finnish inland
waters and the Baffic Sea in summer 1997 were a dear indication of the slow but
steady progress of eutrophicafion, which is caused by continuous nutrient
discharges and the release of nuffients accumulated in bottom sediments. Some of
the most heavily polluted finnish rivers, lakes and sea areas have little value as
recreational and fishing areas.
In overail terms, the quality of finnish groundwater remains good. Although
human activffies have had some local impact, Finland has been spared the kind of
widespread groundwater pollufion ffiat has hit some other parts of Europe.
However, even in our country, ffiere has been a number of serious contaminafion
inddents ffiat have led to resfrictions in groundwater use. Environmental protecfion
measures in the contaminated sites have entailed considerable costs. In many
groundwater areas, however, activi%es which pose a threat to groundwater quality
are stiil going on today.
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2 Tar9eted situation in 2005
2.! Sea areas and inland waters
The condffion of the Baltic Sea and inland surface waters is no longer being
adversely affected by human activifies. Moreover, there has been an improvement
in the condifion of waters previously affected by harmful changes.
finland’s water areas consfitute a safe and healthy environment and can be
utilized for water supply, in pafficular for household consumption, and for fishing,
tourism, reaeafion and other fields of business activity.
The ecological diversity of shore habitats and aquafic environments in sea
areas, lakes and nvers and their distincfive natural features have been safeguarded.
2.2 Groundwater
The overall quality and yield of groundwater resources have generally been at
least as good as ffiey are at present; indeed, they have improved in areas previously
affected by human activffies.
If in groundwater areas which are important or potenifally important for
water supply, the water quality is presently in a natural state, they will retain ffiefr
present quality. Ihose areas that have been affeded by pollution but have been
restored are again being used for household water supply.
The diversity and distincfive features of important natural habitats dependent
on groundwater have been safeguarded.
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General measures required for
attainin the tarets
.....................................................
Discharges of dangerous and harmfiil substances and emission of nutrients and
organic substances into the Balfic Sea and inland waters should he reduced. Specffic
measures should he developed and implemented with the alin of preventing
incidental discharges and incidents causing a health risk or environmental hazard.
Water pollution control measures should he taken at source whenever possihle.
Iii planning and implementing these measures, other discharges resulting from
water pollution control should he taken into account, and consideration should
also he given to the technological and economic prerequisites of polluifon control.
Moreover, certain other requirements shot.ild he observed so as to avoid damage
to receiving waters and the environment. Any measures should he taken on the
basis of existing knowledge concerning the vulnerabffity of the Baliic Sea and inland
waters to eutrophkation.
Any water protection measures in catchment areas should provide the best
possihle shield against the release of nutrients. Any measures decreasing the release
of nuffients into the Baffic Sea, a major cause of eutrophkation, should he targeted
at coastal areas and rivers flowing into the sea.
The protecfion of the Baltic Sea wffl he promoted as part of the environmental
policy of the European Union. Moreover, hy parffdpating in the work of the
Helsinki Commission under the Convention on the Protection of the Marine
Environment of the Baltic Sea Area, Finland can make an important confribufion
to the preparafion and impiementaifon of intemaifonally agreed objectives
concerning the Baltic Sea catchment area. By promoting important environmental
projects with relevance to the Baffic Sea, Finland can contribute to bilateral and
inultilateral cooperation m our neighbounng countnes Whenever measures
affecfing the aquatic environment and shore habitats are planned and
implemented, water quality and the preservation of bottom sediments and spedes
nafive to shore areas should he safeguarded. Utffizafion of waterways and
catchment areas should have minimum impact on the diversity of the aquatic
environment and shore habitats.
The best availahle technology, the best environmental practices, the
precaufionary prindple and the ‘polluter pays’ prindple should be applied. Natural
resources should he used economically and in accordance with the prindple of
sustainable use. Whenever impact on water areas is surveyed as part of water
conservafion projeds, considerafion should he given to any environmental damage
the project may cause and preventive measures.
Life cyde analysis should he developed and applied with the purpose of
studying environmental damage caused by individual products and fields of
acfivity. Enterprises and other organizafions should be encouraged to adopt eco
labeis and environmental management systems on a voluntary basis.
No harmful acffvffies should he undertaken in important or potenifally
important groundwater areas. However, if no other locaion is feasible, the operator
should take adequate protecffon measures. Any such activifies abeady located in
groundwater areas should be inspeded and the necessary protective measures
should he taken.
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4.1 Rural business
Agriculture and horticulture
Phosphorus and nitrogen discharges into inland waters and the Baltic Sea should
both be reduced by at least 50% on the esflmated 1990-1993 average leveis.
In agriculture and drainage, leaching of addifying substances from the soil
and discharges of metal and pesffddes should lie reduced.
Nuffient discharges should be cut, in par%cular by introdudng cufflvation
techniques and methods ffiat decrease field erosion and provide for more effident
use of nutrients. Leaching of nutrients ftom animal husbandry into water areas
should be reduced by introdudng environmentally effident meffiods of manure
treatment, storage and spreading.
Nitrogen discharges should lie reduced in accordance with the Coundil of
State Dedsion on Resfficfing Discharges of Nitrates ftom Agricultural Sources into
Waters. Under the Environmental Programme for Agriculture to lie laimched in
the year 2000, parily funded by the EU, support is made condfflonal on the
impiementation of water protection measures.
Groundwater should lie protected ftom pollufion. Only in exceptional cases
and on a case-by-case basis should any cowsheds lie erected in groundwater areas
which are important or potentially important for water supply. Chemical pestiddes
endangering groundwater should not lie used and the spreading of urine and
liquid manure should lie avoided in these areas. Any use of fertilizers should lie
accompanied by adequate measures to prevent groundwater pollution.
Should agricultural producffon or any other activities resuit in a higher-than
usual nitrate concentraffon in an important or potenifally important groundwater
area orif ffiere are offier signs of harmful deteriorafion in groundwater quality, it
should be determined wiffiout delay wheffier any prevenfive measures as provided
liy chapter 1, secfion 22, of the Water Act (264/1961) should lie taken.
forestry
0
Phosphorus and nitrogen discharges into inland waters and the Bafflc Sea should
both lie reduced by at least 50% on the estimated 1993 leveis.
To achieve a cut in discharges of nutrients and solid matter, timlier harvesting,
forest management and forest improvement should make use of meffiods redudng
forest sofi erosion. The tree stand should lie maintained in healthy condifion liy
selecfing fertilizers, applicaffon methods and sites that minimize leaching of
nufrients into water areas.
Repeated drainage and heavy soil cultivation should lie avoided in groundwater
areas which are important or potentially important for water supply. Fertilizers
and chemical pesfiddes should not lie used either, and groundwater should lie
protected.
Polluter-specific tarets per
sphere of activity
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fish farming
Phosphorus and nitrogen discharges into the Balffc Sea and inland waters should
both he reduced by at least 30% in boffi areas, compared wiffi 1993 leveis. Every
effort should he made to prevent the spread of fish diseases from fish farms and
potenfial flsks to valuahle fish stock.
To reduce the flow of nutflents into waters, fish farms should introduce hefter
feeds and pollution-control technology and low-impact feeding and cultivaffon
methods. Moreover, fish farms should only he established in areas best suited to
this form of activity.
Fur farming
Any risks to groundwater arising from fur farming should he eliminated.
Phosphorus and nitrogen discharges causing eufrophicafion of surface water
should both he cut by at least 55% on the estimated 1993 leveis.
Improved water protection should in the first place involve the infroducfion
ofbefter meffiods of collecting and freating ardmal excrement and the establishment
of fur farms in areas best suited to this form of activity.
Peat production
Phosphorus and nitrogen discharges from peat producffon flowing into surface
water should boffi be reduced by at least 30%, compared with the estimated 1993
leveis. In particular, the amount of solid waste, drainage water and humus runoff
should he cut at produc%on sites.
Draining of production sites should not affect the quality and yield of
groundwater.
4.2 Industry
NitTogen and phosphorus discharges ftowing into the Baffic Sea and inland waters
should both he cut by at least 50% and chemical oxygen demand by at least 45%,
compared wiffi 1995 leveis.
Every effort should he made to prevent direct healffi and environmental effects
caused by wastewater. Compared with 1995 leveis, the content of dangerous and
harmfui substances in wastewater should he reduced as follows: ofis 55%,
chromium 90%, nickel 75%, copper 80% and zinc 65%. Priority should he given to
heavily-polluted water areas.
There should lie no indusffial plants producing, freating or storing substances
that endanger groundwater in groundwater areas which are important or
potentially important for water supply. However, if no offier locat-ion is feasible,
the operator should take suffident measures to remove any risk to groundwater.
Exisfing plants located in groundwater areas should he inspected and any risks to
groundwater should he eliminated.
Industrial water protection should focus on the worst polluters and introduce
environmentally-Mendly operating and production methods and effident methods
for treaffng waste and wastewater.
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4.3 Urban areas, rural areas, holiday homes and traffic
Urban areas
Wastewater discharges into inland waters and the Baffic Sea causing biological
oxygen demand should be cut by at least 25% and phosphorus input by at Ieast
35%, compared wiffi 1991-1995 average leveis. In areas where nitrogen is the
minimum nuffient likely to regulate eutrophication in the discharge area,
wastewater treatment plants catering for more than 10,000 residents should achieve
an average nitrogen removal rate of at least 50%. Efforts should be made to reduce
the health risks caused by wastewater discharges from urban areas.
Sewerage systems in urban areas should be consfructed and maintained 50
that there is no hazard to groundwater.
In redudng the harmful impact of wastewater discharges from urban areas,
spedal attention shouid be paid to the improvement of sewerage systems, effective
nuffient removal during biological treatment, and location of discharge areas.
Wastewater treatment plants should be capable of more effective sludge treatment,
and the growing need to treat wastewater sludge in rural areas should be taken
into account.
Rural areas and holiday homes
Discharges ftom rural areas and holiday homes causingbiological oxygen demand
and entedng surface water should be cut by at least 60% and phosphorus input
by at least 30%, compared with the leveis of the early 1990s. Wastewater treatment
should be made more effecfive 50 as to improve environmental hygiene. Waste
and wastewater freatment meffiods reducing nitrogen discharges should be
developed and introduced.
Densely populated rural areas located in groundwater areas which are
important or potentially important for water supply should be furnished with
sewerage systems and their wastewater should lie treated outside groundwater
areas.
Traffic
The pollution risk arising from the use and fransportafion of hazardous substances
should be reduced, in particular in groundwater areas which are important or
potenfially important for water supply and near surface water intakes.
Every effort should be made to prevent waste, wastewater and other
discharges from ships from pollufing sea areas and inland waters.
In ground and air transport, every effort should be made to combat pollution
of surface water and groundwater arising ftom skid prevention and other
maintenance and from waste and wastewater treatment assodated wiffi passenger
fraffic. No new roads or airfields should lie constructed in groundwater areas.
The Finnish National Road Adminisfrafion, the Finnish Rail Administration and
the Finnish Civil Aviaifon Administration wffl carry out a survey of the risks to
groundwater caused by road, rail and air traffic and wffl draw up a set of measures
to reduce or eliminate these risks by the year 2002.
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Reducin poHution in
neihbourin countries
.......................................................
Cooperafion with neighbouring countries should focus on measures that reduce
discharges into the Balffc Sea and the Gulf of Finland, an area of particularly heavy
pollution. Using the resources to be made available during the period of validity
of tMs Resolufion, support for neighbouring countries should be channelled into
investntents aimed at achieving the gieatest possible reduction iii Baffic Sea
pollution, and conforming to the recommendafions of the Helsinki Commission.
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O Manaement and restoration ofwater areas.......................................................
Water areas polluted by nufrients and add deposifion should be restored and
bottom sediments containing toxic substances should be treated so as to confine
the extent of heavily-polluted areas and improve the quality of the aquafic
environment.
Water areas important to recreation, the fishing industry and the diversity of
speäes native to aquafic and shore habitats should be restored and maintained.
Restoraifon of lakes with a history of heavy pollution should be intensified by
introdudng management and restoration methods ffiat reduce the internal load
of these lakes.
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Tarets for other activities
affectin9 water areas
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO.OO...O.O.......O.....
7.1 Hydraulic engineering and regulation of waterfiow
Landscape management and the presenraffon of spedes and natural habitats should
be taken into account when projects are planned and implemented. Spedal
attention should be paid to the prevention of erosion of solid matter and leaching
of harmful substances from the soil and the reducffon of environmental damage
caused by the regulafion of waterflow.
7.2 Protection ofshores, aquatic habitats and water
landscapes
The preservation and recovery of water areas in need of spedal protection and
small bodies of water ffiat are in their natural state or important to the fishing
indusfry or biodiversity should be safeguarded. Scenic and culturally important
landscapes should be preserved intact.
7.3 Extraction of Iand resources
Extradion of land resources should be kept outside groundwater areas which are
important or potenifally important for water supply through the use of instruments
such as regional master planning. Land extraction permitted in important or
potentially important groundwater areas must not pollute groundwater or surface
water. Aftercare measures necessary for groundwater protection should include
boffi planned and existing areas of land resources extraction. Economical utiliza6on
of land and rock resources should be encouraged through more effident usage of
leftover surface deposits, broken rock and mineral waste.
7.4 Contaminated areas
The contaminated areas causing the most serious water protection problems should
be surveyed and restored on a case-by-case basis. Spedal attenifon should be paid
to groundwater protecffon.
7.5 Waste management
No new landfffls or waste disposal faciliffes are to be set up in groundwater areas.
Landfills located in groundwater areas should be restored or dosed down. Flow
of harmful pollutants into surface water should be reduced, in particular by
improving the treatment of leachate water from landfffls.
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O Action proramme andmonitorin.......................................................
The targets incorporated in the target pro gramme wffl be considered by each
administrative sector in accordance with its respective sectoral responsibifities and
the integrafion prindple. In sffivingto achieve the programme targets, the Minisfry
of the Environment will prepare and approve an action programme in collaboration
wiffi various sectors. The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry will submit an
Environmental Programme for Agriculture and an Environmental Programme for
foresfry, the former being partly funded by the EU. Boffi wffl be prepared separately
in conjunction with the action programme.
The continuous monitoring of water protection measures and their impact
wffl be developed as part of monitoring the state of the environment. The finnish
Envfronment Insfitute, cooperating wfth regional environment centres, wffl draw
up and implement a monitoflng programme aimed at establishing the overail
situation concerning the impkmentation of the water protection targets in 2000
and 2005. As the results for the year 2000 become available, measures necessary
for achieving the stated targets wili be further spedfied.
Helsinki, March 19, 1998
Minister of the Environment Pekka Haavisto
Diredor General Pekka Jalkanen
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Preamble (0 the Councd of State
Resolution on Watcr Protection
Tar9ets for the Year 2005
Main content of the proposal
Water protection affects different sectors of sodety and the environmental
administraffon and other admhuistraffve sectors in a muifitude of ways. The Coundil
of State Resolution on Water Protection Targets for the Year 2005 lends addfflonal
darity to the long-term and well-focused development of water protecfion and,
thus, different operators and administrafive sectors can pian and implement ffieir
measures in accordance with the targets. The aim is to safeguard the high quality
of surface water and groundwater by preventing water polluifon and to improve
the quality of water affected by harmfiil pollution. To achieve this, water pollution,
in particular the input of nitrogen and phosphorus causing eutrophica%on, should
be reduced. In groundwater protection, priority should given to groimdwater areas
which are important or potentially important for water suppiy.
The target programme sets out the aims concerning the reduction in discharges
for the year 2005 for each polluter and sector. No spedfic targets concerning the
reduction of airborne deposits are stated.
Discharges of nitTogen and phosphorus resuffing from human activffies
should be reduced by about 40% and 45%, respecffvely, on 1993 leveis. Efforts to
cut nutrient input should focus on rural business. There should also be a signfficant
reduction in nutrient discharges from industry, and urban and rural areas.
Cooperaffon with neighbouring countries should continue with the aim of reduäng
discharges into the Baltic Sea and the Gulf of finland, an area of particularly heavy
pollufion. In groundwater protection, priority should be given to the elimination
of risks to the yield and quality of groundwater in groundwater areas which are
important or potentially important for water supply. Ali activffies posing a risk to
groundwater resources should henceforth be iocated outside such areas.
The purpose of the Resolution on Water Protection Targets is to guide
protecfion measures, and it wffl not entail any dfrect costs. The costs resuffing
from effective water protection wffl arise in conjimction with the case-by-case
dedsions made in the various sectors and wiil be based on the ‘polluter-pays’
principle. The proposed targets can be achieved at the exisffng level of investment
in urban and indusffial water protection. The water protec%on projects for
agriculture can draw on a vafiety of sources such as the subsidies contained in the
voluntary Envfronmental Progamme for Agriculture and agricukural investment
subsidies.
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ForewordOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
The enfry into force of the Water Act (264/196%) on April 1,1962, established a legal
basis for water protection. Decades of protection have resulted in an improvement
in water quality in areas that had previously suffered heavily ftom urban and
industrial discharges. However, the slow changes resulting from the combined
impact of a large number of operators accruing under a Iengthy time period are
more difficult to manage. These indude eutrophicaffon caused by non-point source
pollution, hydraulic engineering and regulation of waterflow, groundwater
pollution and depiefion of the diversity of aquafic environments. Eutrophication
is a growing probiem and is aiready aHecfing a number of large water areas with
no previous history of polluion. Harmful changes manifest themselves as a
decrease in the diversity of water areas and aquafic environments, water pollufion
and an overali dedine in the quality of our living environment The Gulf of Finland
is also affected by discharges ftom outside finnish borders, particularly from the
St Petersburg area.
The first target programme, approved by the National Board of Waters in
1974, covered the period 1974-1985. In 1988, it was followed by the Coundil of State
Resolution on Water Protecfion Targets for 1995. The purpose of the targets for
2005 is to steer planning, dedsion-making and monitoring concerning water
resources. If sustainable development is to become a realit more sffingent water
protection measures should be applied to ali activiffes aHecting water quality.
FU legislation should also be taken into account when Finnish policy on water
protechon is formulated. Laws, decrees and administrative regulafions required
by the Coundil Directive 96/61/EC of 24 September 1996 concerning integiated
pollution prevention and confrol should be issued by October 1999. The Resoluifon
incorporates the appropriate provisions of the direcfive and the obligaffons of the
Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea Area.
Under the Convenfion, adequate water protection measures should comprise the
entire Balfic Sea catchment area.
The programme, extending to the year 2005, sets out targets for water quality
and acfivffles polluting and affecfing water areas. The water quality targets can
only be achieved if ail sectors reach their own targets. Adminisfrafive auffiorffies
should take the targets laid down in the Council of State Resolufion into
consideration when engaging in their respective fields of activity. Moreover, when
parfidpating in international cooperaffon, the finnish authorffies should make
every effort to promote them.
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Present situation
.......................................................
2.1 Water protection in Finland
The Coundil of State Resolution on Water Protecffon Targets issued in 1988 set out
goals for 1995 concerning water pollution, quality and usabifity. Using numerical
values as a basis, the programme laid down discharge reduction targets for the
most significant polluters. The state of the discharge area and its inherent features,
the future use of the water areas and the opportunities provided by BAT were
taken into considerafion when the targets were set.
A significant proportion of the water protection targets for 1995 have been
achieved. Ali urban wastewater treatment targets have been attained and the same
also applies to industry, where there has been a major reducffon in most
environmental loads.
However, the targets set for non-point source polluifon have not been
achieved.
Discharges by field of activity in 1990 and 1994
BOD7
(t) (t) (t)
1990 1994 1990 1994 1990 1994
Agriculture and
hofficu1ture’ 3,300 33,300
Foresfry2) 340 3,330
fish farming3) 290 1,600
Peat producfion 40 50 940 1,100
furfarming 38 50 350 480
Industry 94,000 47,000 700 380 5,700 4,500
Urban areas4 11,250 10,300 460 270 15,400 14,600
Riiral areas and
holiday homes5 415 2,700
1) Average annual load in 1990-1993
2) Estimated load iii 1991
3) Estimated load in 1993
4) 30D7, measured by ATU (prevention of nitrificafion)
5) Estimated load iii 1992
The estimated annual phosphorus load resulting from natural leaching is esfimated
at 1,800 tonnes and the nifrogen load at 45,000 tonnes.
About 80% of finnish lakes are eiffier in good or very good condifion. The
hygienic condition of swimming waters is good. However, the overali condffion of
rivers is not quite as good, one reason being that non-point source polluifon affects
small rivers more than lakes.
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In many water areas affected by discharges from the forest industry and urban
areas, wastewater treatment has resulted in improved water quality. Nevertheless,
the overafi quality of water areas is slowly dedining. Because of the growing impact
of non-point source pollufion and transboundary pollufion, discharge leveis are
too high in many places. Long-term pollufion is also causing many small lakes
and bodies of water to suifer from internal load, resulting in a massive release of
nuffients from bottom sediments. Nitrogen input may also play a more significant
role in the eutrophication of water areas than previously estimated.
Finland has managed to cut the volume of nuffients discharged into the Balfic
Sea. Total nitrogen input, induding natural leaching, has dropped from the annual
average of 79,000 tonnes in 1986-1990 to 69,000 tonnes in 1995. The annual
phosphorus load has dedined from 4,800 to 3,600 tonnes in the same period. Most
of the reducfion in nitrogen load is explained by light predpitation, but also by a
20% reduction in nitrogen fertilization of fields in southern finland in the 1990s.
The dedine in phosphorus load has been the resuit of a low level of leaching and
a reduction in urban and indusffial discharges. Even though there has been a
drop in the amount of phosphorus used for fertilizing fields in the 1990s, it wffl
take some years before the effects are visible. However, the targets for discharges
into the Balfic Sea set by the surrounding counffies have not been achieved. Even
though the input has dedined, there has been no reduction in the eutrophication
of sea areas and coastal waters.
The secfion of the Gulf of Finland between Virojoki and Hanko is the finnish
coastal area hardest hit by eutrophicaffon. However, ffiere has also been a marked
increase in eutrophication in other coastal areas, the most heavily affected areas
being the inner and middle parts of the Archipelago Sea, the Quark archipelago
and the north-eastern parts of the Bothnian Bay.
In areas with liffle human acfivfty, the overail quality of the quality of finnish
groundwater is, on average, excellent. In many areas, groundwater used for
household consumpfion only requires alkalization or no treatment at ali. Some
quality problems have arisen in coastal areas wiffi high iron and manganese content.
Local restricffons may also affect ‘rapaldvi’ areas with higffly fluoric groundwater
and wells drffled in bedrock with high radon, fluoride and arsenic content.
There are some areas where human activfty has affected groundwater quality.
Sometimes groundwater is so badly polluted that resffictions have been imposed
on its use. The dean-up of contaminated areas and groundwater is very expensive
and, in most cases, the government and Iocal authorffies bear the costs. However,
finland has so far been spared the kind of groundwater pollution that has affected
many other parts of Europe. Nevertheless, relatively liffle is known about the
quality of finnish groundwater and, thus, detailed research may bring into light
hitherto undetected cases of pollufion.
2.2 EU legislation on water protection
The most important EU regulations on water protection are:
Coundl Directive 96/61/EC of 24 September 1996 concerning integrated
pollution prevention and control, referred to below as the integrated dkecfive
concerning environmental permits;
Coundl Directive 91/271/EEC of 21 May 1991 concerning urban waste-water
treatment, referred to below as the urban waste-water diredive;
Coundi Directive 91/676/EEC of 12 December 1991 concerning the protection
of waters against pollution caused by nitrates from agricultural sources, referred
to below as the nitrate directive;
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Coundl Direcfive 76/464/EEC of 4 May 1976 on pollution caused by certain
dangerous substances discharged into the aquafic environment of the Community,
referred to below as the directive concerning dangerous substances, and assodated
directives concerning discharges by certain branches of industry; and
Coundl Direcffve 80/68/EEC of 17 December 1979 on the protection of
groundwater against pollution caused by certain dangerous substances.
The integrated directive concerning environmental permits takes an integrated
approach to prevenifon and reduction of pollution. Emissions into ali, discharges
into water and the amount of solid waste should be reduced using BAT and taking
local condffions into account. Finland will incorporate the directive into its
legislaifon by the end of l999by adopting a new environmental protection act.
Finland has incorporated the urban waste-water dfrective into its legislation
by adopting the Coundl of State Decision on the Treatment of Wastewater entering
Water Areas through the Public Sewerage System and from Certain Indusffial and
Industrial Wastewater entering the Public Sewerage System (365/1994). The Dedsion
lays down time limits within which the removal of nuffients and organic substances
must be intensffied in public wastewater treatment. Actions resul%ng from the
Dedsion have also been taken into account when drawing up targets concerning
urban wastewater treatment.
The aim of the Coundil of State Dedsion implementing the nitrate direcfive is
to reduce the overail nitrate load arising from Finnish agriculture. The main focus
is on the impact of fertilizers and cattle manure on water areas and improvements
in the storage of caffle manure.
The direcffve concerning dangerous substances is a ‘framework dfrecffve’
seffing limits on indusffial discharges. A number of subordinate direcffves based
on the framework directive have been issued with the purpose of seffing industry
or substance-spedfic liniits on discharges of dangerous substances spedfied in the
framework directive. The directive spedfies the substances causing the most serious
health and environmental effects and prohibits water pollufion caused by these
substances. Moreover, the direcffve sffives to achieve a reducffon in pollufion caused
by less harmful substances which it also spedfies. Finland has incorporated the
directive and its subordinate directives into its legislation by adopffng the Council
of State Dedsion on the Discharges into Water of Certain Substances Dangerous
to Health and Environment (363/1994).
The groundwater directive has been incorporated into the finnish legislation
wiffi the adopifon of the Coundl of State Dedsion on the Protecffon of Groundwater
Supply Against Polluifon Caused by Certain Substances Dangerous to Health and
Environment (364/1998). The dfrective spedfies a number of substances that should
not enter and contaminate groundwater. The directive also contains provisions on
permits and advance inspection. However, in Finland, the Water Act akeady
prohibits groundwater pollufion, and Water Courts cannot grant any exemptions.
The European Union is in the process of drawing up a framework dfrective
with the purpose of harmonizing water legislafion and controfling environmental
polluifon outside the scope of existing regtilaffons. On February 26, 1997, the
European Commission approved a proposal for a Coundl Directive establishing a
ftamework for Community action in the field of water policy COM /97/0049 FINAL
-
SYN 97/0067. The proposal deals with the overail targets for sustainable water
use and protecfion. Under the proposed direcffve, ail EU residents should be able
to enjoy good quality surface water and groundwater in suffldent quanffties by
the end of 2010. Reduc%on in discharges would involve the use of indicators for
pollufion limits and the quality of the environment.
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2.3 Need for water protection
Eutrophication is the most serious probiem affecting Finnish inland and coastal
waters, and not even large lakes with a history of good water quality have been
spared. The partially toxic blue-green aigal blooms that spread throughout large
areas of finnish inland waters and the Balfic Sea in summer 1997 were a dear
warning of the phenomenon and its negative impact. The main sources of nutrient
output are agriculture, urban and rural areas, indusiTy and atmospheric deposifion.
In some places, forestry, fish farming, peat production and fur farming are also
significant contributors to eutrophication. However, eutrophicafion is not the only
probiem affecting the aquatic environment and shore habitats; in ffiese areas, the
number of spedes is on the dedine, natural habitats are disappearing and more
and more spedes are becoming threatened with exffncffon. In coastal areas,
epiphytic algae is becoming more abundant and bladder wrack is disappearing or
found in an ever narrower range of depths, a development that also affects other
populations nafive to the same habitat zone. In some deep areas of our inland
waters suffering from oxygen depietion, populaffons have changed; from the anoxic
sea-bed of the Balfic Sea, they have disappeared altogether.
In heavily polluted areas, harmful substances have affected the vital funcfions
of aquailc spedes. The producfion of metais and fitanium dioxide and in particular,
coal-fired power plants are the most significant sources of metal discharges. The
forest industry is sf11 the most significant producer of harmful organic compounds,
even though there has been a marked decrease in the amount of its discharges.
The use of pesfiddes in areas of intensive agriculture may affed groundwater and
areas used for water supply. In many water areas polluted by wastewater, harmful
substances which have accumulated in bottom sludge are a long-term probiem.
In its long-term programme for the protecfon of the Baltic Sea covering the
period 1992-2012, the Helsinki Commission indudes the following Finnish sources
among the most harmful arotmd the Baltic Sea (‘hot spots’): urban wastewater of
the Helsinki Mefropolitan Area, pollufon of the Archipelago Sea by agriculture
and fish farming and pollufion of the Aland Sea by fish farming. The finnish
indusffial plants on the list are Outokumpu Harjavalta Metais and Kemira
Pigments. The following plants had been removed from the list by the end of
1997: the Metsä-Botnia plant in Kemi, the UPM-Kymmene plants in Joutseno and
Lappeenranta, the Enso plant in Kaukopää and the Sunila plant in Kotka.
Deposifion is also a major source of harmful pollution. Addfficafion caused
by sulphur and nitrogen deposition and the resuffing biological changes are
common problems in small lakes and streams located in areas with crumbly granite
bedrock and a thin layer of soil or permeable soil. The number of finnish lakes
suffering ftom addfficafon is put at around 5,000; in half of them the probiem is a
resuit of deposifion, and in the offier half it is caused by natural humus. Addificafion
caused by add sulphate soil also aHects many rivers and streams flowing into the
Bothnian Bay. In addic condifons, harmful chemicals are often released from the
soil.
New wastewater treatment plants have contributed to a reduction in the
amount of intestinal fiora in water areas. Sources of intesfinal fiora indude rural
areas, animal husbandry and wastewater treatment plants in urban areas. The
concentrations are stifi quite high in some areas, even though the overail hygienic
condifion of Finnish lakes is good. Rivers are more polluted, espedally in the coastal
regions of southern, south-western and western Finland where the useabffity of
water areas is diminished due to a deteriorafion in their hygienic condffion resulting
ftom discharges.
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The most serious cases of groundwater pollufion have resulted from carelessness,
negligence and also by inddental indusfrial discharges. Treatment and storage of
hazardous substances, landfills, use of manure and fertilizers, fur farrning,
spreading of salt on the roads, overflow of sewage systems and contaminated
land areas and economic activity in general affect groundwater in some places.
Some gioundwater areas are also affected by acidification, the shallow wells in
southern Finland wiffi their rising aluminium content being the worst hit. Higher
than-usual nitrate concentrations have been discovered in some wells in agHcultural
areas, and some small groundwater intakes are fadng problems as the nitrate
content in groundwater is exceeding the limits set for drinking water. In rural
areas, a large number of wells have been contaminated by human achvity.
Groundwater quality and yield are also affected by the artifidal lowering of the
groundwater level, gravel extracfion, drainage, cuttings, and excessive groundwater
intake.
The natural state of water areas is affected by damming, deaning and dredging
of rivers and flood prevenfion. The construction of a hydroelectric power plant
transforms a river with a chain of rapids, streams and calm deeps into a series of
reservoirs. Changes in the fiow rate and water leveis caused by short-term
regulation at hydroelectric power plants increase erosion and affect water quality
and aquatic spedes. The shore zone is the area most seriously affected by the
regulaifon of waterflow. In some lakes, regulation of waterflow keeps the water
level so low during springtime that fishing and recreafional activffies suifer.
Drainage projects carried outby the foresfry and agriculture sectors have destroyed
a large number of natural habitats in small bodies of water. The aquaffc environment
has also been affected by flood prevenfion, log floating, boat traffic, water intake,
building along shorelines and addi&afion. Activffies with significant effeds on
the aquatic environment have lowered the survival prospects for threatened spedes
living in water areas and on shores. There are about 1,700 threatened spedes in
Finland, 17% of ffiem living in aquaffc environments.
The unabated construcfion of holiday homes is a major factor conffibuting to
changes in the aquaffc environment. The value of cultural landscapes depends on
the extent of water areas which in turn are affected by such factors as the way
shore vegetafion is treated and shores are used in urban areas. Local land use is
also crudal to the survival of small water areas. If the future of pleasant living
environments is to be safeguarded, more consideraffon should he given in water
protecffon polides and practices to the preservation and improvement of scenic
and harmonious water and cultural landscapes and their distincfive features.
2,4 Development ofwater protection; aims and
guiding principles
When assessing the need for protection and any appropriate measures in indMdual
cases, the following should be taken into account: water quality targets, national
and international regi.ilafions, international recommendations and the assessment
of the development and applicafions of BAT and environmentally-friendly
practices. Water pollution should be reduced using the best available methods
that are economically feasible.
The ‘polluter-pays’ prindple should he more vigorously enforced in water
protecfion. Public funds should only be used ff the polluter or any offier responsihle
party cannot be idenfified or ff the investments necessary are beyond the finandal
capadty of the polluter. However, public funds will stifi be granted for redudng
agricultural discharges and water protection in neighbouring counffies.
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Ali new activifies affecting water areas or endangering groundwater should be
based on the precaufionaiy prindple. Water pollution should be examined together
with discharges resulting ftom pollution-control measures.
Even though water protection measures are to a large extent guided with
legal and adminisfrative instruments, more use should also be made of other
instruments. Economic guidance should be developed as part of a broader system
of guiding environmental protecfion. In land use planning, attenfion should be
paid to groundwater protection and water protection on shores and in rural areas.
Voluntary water protection should be promoted by providing more informaifon
about water conservation.
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Tarets and key proposais
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3.! Targeted situation
The overail target is to improve the condfflon of polluted water areas and to prevent
human activffies from harming waters by redudng discharges and other forms of
harmful adivity so that waters can be protected and used for a vafiety of purposes.
Safeguarding the diversity of shore habitats and the aquatic environment, a central
aim, is based on international agreements to which finland is obligated.
Groundwater areas which are important or potentially important for water
supply should be kept in their natural state. The aim is to restore polluted
groundwater areas S0 that ffiey can again be used for water supply.
Acidification of water areas can be halted by cuffing domestic emissions and,
in particular, those coming from neighbouring counffies. In water areas affected
by harmfiil addffication, appropriate protection measures should be taken wiffi
the aim of speeding up the recovery of these areas and improving the quality of
the aquafic environment.
3.2 Targets for actWities affecting water areas and
other actMties
The target programme is based on the aims concerning the condffion and quality
of water areas, national pollution control programmes under preparation,
international agreements and recommendaffons, plans and programmes drawn
up by the polluters and assessments concerning the development and applicafions
of the best available technology
The targets set for activfties affecting water areas are based on the assumption
that the water quality targets are realistic. Nuffients and heavy metais discharged
into the sea by a variety of operators are to be reduced within the framework of
international cooperation on maritime protection, the aim being to remove ail
Finnish sources from the Helsinki Commission’s list of the worst Baltic Sea polluters.
32.1 Rural business
Agriculture and horticutture
In agriculture and horticulture, the cenfral aim is to implement adequate
environmental protection measures. Nuffient discharges can be cutby redudng
field erosion and introdudng cuffivating methods that provide for more effident
recycling and nuffient utilizaffon. For more effident water protection, the use of
fertilizers should be in keeping with the conditions at the site and nutrient
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requirement of the crops. Nuffient utilization can lie assessed using farm-spedfic
nuffient balances. Pesffddes should orily lie used only when this is found to lie
necessary.
Strong farmer commitment to the Environmental Programme for Agriculture,
which is partly funded by the EU, makes it easier to attain water protecfion targets.
Effident use should lie made of the various spedal subsidies included in the
Programme. The success of structural and environmental sulisidies in furthering
environmental protection will be examined and new sulisidy periods starting in
the year 2000 wiII lie planned on this basis by the end of 1999. Any new programmes
should give more careful considerafion to environmental protecfion.
Nutrient discharges from animal husliandry should lie cut by introdudng
envfronmentally-effiäent meffiods of manure freatment, storage and spreading
which provide for more effident nutrient utilizaffon.
Liquid manure, other liquid organic fertilizers or uncomposted dry manure
should not be spread in important or potentially important gioundwater areas, if
the spreading may affect groundwater quality. In ffiese areas, the use of fert1izers
should lie in keeping with the actual nuffient requirement of the crop in quesffon.
The target programme is esfimated to reduce agricultural discharges into water
as follows:
Crop Animal
cuffivation husbandry
average for
1990-1993 in 2005 in 1993 in 2005
nutrient (t/a) (t/a) (IJa) (tfa)
phosphorus 3,000 1,500 300 45
nitrogen 30,000 15,000 2,900 435
Forestry
Targets for the forestry sector are liased on the Environmental Programme for
forestry approved by the Ministry of the Environment and the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry in 1994 which sets out the targets for the year 2005. The
measures are spedfically aimed at cuffing phosphorus and nitrogen losses in forest
soil, which should lie achieved by reducing erosion of nuffients and surface
deposits. Fertilization should only lie used for compensating nutrient losses in
forests and should not be applied to low-yield peatland which is unable to alisorli
phosphorus and is unsuitalile for tree planfing.
The Environmental Programme is estimated to reduce forestry discharges
into water as follows:
1993 2005
nutrient (t/a) (t’a)
phosphorus 340 170
nitrogen 3,330 1,670
If the targets are to lie met, the prindples and procedure set out in the
Environmental Programme for Forestry should lie adhered to.
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fishfarming
II the targets for fish farming are to be met, better- quality feed and improved
feeding methods should be introduced, and the farms should reduce their
discharges. This can be achieved by modernizing the existing plants relying on
net dosures and tanks during ffieir useful life or at their expiry. The farms to be
modernized should be equipped wiffi sophisficated feeding systems and, to bring
about significant cuts in discharges, thefr dosures should be equipped with more
efficient sludge removal systems.
With these measures and careful maintenance, the nafionwide specffic load
produced by farms can be dropped to an average of 7 g for phosphorus and 44 g
for nitrogen for each produced (living) kilogram of fish. If there are no significant
changes in the number and size of fish farms, discharges into water are expected
to dedine as follows:
1993 2005
nutrient (t/a) (IJa)
phosphorus 290 200
nitrogen 1,600 1,100
The estimates are based on a 1997 survey, according to which approximately 26,000
tonnes of dry feed and 6,000 tonnes of semi-moist and moist ffresh) feed were
used in 1993. Using these figures as a basis, the 1993 addffional growffi is estimated
to have reached 23,000 tonnes. By the year 2005, the annual amount of dry feed is
estimated to stay at around 26,000 tonnes, but the annual use of semi-moist feed
and moist (fresh) feed is expected to drop to 1,000 tonnes. Research and product
development wffl improve fodder quality. Increasingly effident farming meffiods
are estimated to yield an addffional increase of around 24,500 tonnes in the year
2005.
To safeguard the diversity of natural fish stock, threats to valuable fish stock
posed by fish farms should be taken into account when new farms are established
and the operatinglicenses of existingfarms renewed. Moreover, the prevenfion of
health risks to natural fish stock should be considered when the fish disease
situaffon at the farms is monitored.
Furfarming
To achieve the targets set for fur farming, waste treatment and drainage systems
at exlstIng farms should be modernized, and new farms should be equ;pped with
waterffght waste freatment systems and effident systems for treating runoff.
Wateffight waste treatment systems for the cage structures indude waste coliection
bins or waste troughs, watertight ground or fioor structures or other arrangements
preventing excrement or feed waste from entering surface water and groundwater.
fur farms in groundwater areas which are important or potenifally important for
water supply should gradually be moved outside these areas afier the existing
farms have reached the end of their useful life. The process should, however, be
completed by the end of the year 2005. Cooperaffon between fur farms and
agHculture should be encouraged, one aim being a more effident utffization of fur
animal manure as a fertilizer. Applicaffon of BAT (best available technique) can
prevent groundwater pollution and reduce discharges into water areas as follows:
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1993 2005
nufrient (t/a) (t/a)
phosphorus 45 20
nitrogen 430 190
Peat production
The amount of drainage water should be reduced and effident arrangements for
recovering solid waste should be introduced in both new and existing peat
production areas. The amount of drainage water can be reduced by diverting
external runoff past the production areas. Drainage and drainage-related structures
should ensure the effident gathering of solid waste into ditches, settling ponds
and surface runoff fields. Peat production should be concentrated in drained
peatland or areas aiready used for peat production. Even ffiough it is estimated
that peat producffon will lie one and a half times higher by the year 2005, BAT can
reduce discharges from peatland as foflows:
1993 2005
nutrient (t’a) (t/a)
phosphorus 50 35
nitrogen 1,100 750
3.2.2 Industry
If the targets set for industry are to lie met, new plants and existing plants
undergoing modernization should make use of the best available technology to
reduce discharges and environmental impact as comprehensively and effectively
as possible. The amount of wastewater should be minimized by using producfion
and treatment methods that generate as little wastewater as possible.
If nutrient loads ftom the pulp and paper industry are to lie reduced, the
process-related use of chemicals containing nitrogen and phosphorus should be
optimized and the maintenance, control and use of industrial wastewater freatment
plants should be made more effective, for example when adding nufrients to
biological treatment plants. However, more effective nitrogen removal is necessary
only if nitrogen is the confrolling factor for eufrophication in the discharge area. If
chemical oxygen demand is to lie reduced, new process and treatment technology
should lie introduced.
Targets set for other fields of industry are based on their readiness to adopt
process and treatment technology that reduces oil and heavy metal discharges.
Pollution targets are based on producffon forecasts made in 1996. Any
significant diversions will inevitably be reflected in the targets for the year 2005.
In the following talile, discharges from industrial plants subjected to statutory
monitoring in 1995 are compared with the targets for the year 2005:
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1995 2005
Wa) (t/a)
chemical oxygen demand (CODr) 269,000 145,000
total phosphorus 357 170
total nitrogen 4,902 2,500
oil 46 20
chromium (Cr) 18 2
nickel (Ni) 17 4
copper (Cu) 10 2
zinc fZn) 70 25
3.2.3 Settlements
Urhan areas
In urhan areas, phosphorus and niliogen discharges should he cut and wastewater
should be treated with biological-chemical or similar processes. The requirements
concerning biological-chemical or similar processes and more effective nitrogen
removal are based on the Council of State Deasion on the Treatment of Wastewater
entenng Water Areas through the Pubhc Sewerage System and from Certam
Industnal Sectors and Industnal Wastewater entenng the Pubhc Sewerage System
whereby the urban waste-water direcffve was incorporated in finnish legislation.
The reqmrement concermng more effiuent phosphorus removal ;s based on the
need to combat eutrophicahon Modermzation and careful mamtenance of
sewerage networks are important for groundwater protectionbut they also reduce
fluctuation m the amount and quahty of wastewater caused by mfiltrated water,
which comphcates the treatment process
With the expansion of urban areas, the number of households connected to
sewerage networks is expected to increase by about 5% in the period 1995-2005. In
the year 2005, the nitrogen load arriving at wastewater freatment plants is expected
to reach 23,500 tonnes and the phosphorus load 4,000 tonnes. More effective
wastewater treatment is esfimated to reduce the discharges from urban areas as
follows:
1991-1995 average 2005
pollutant (IJa) ft/a)
biological oxygen demand 9,600 7,200
phosphorus 270 170
nitrogen 14,500 12,500
By 2005, wastewater treatment plants should he able to handle around 94% of the
oxygen demand and remove 96% of phosphorus. Allowance should he made for
exceptional and inddental factors affecfing the treatment processes when the
pollution targets and actual changes are compared.
If the 2005 targets for the nitrogen load are to he reached, the wastewater of
about 1.6 million residents should he treated with an average nitrogen removal
rate of 60%.
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Rurat areas and holiday homes
In 1995, the number of permanent residents in rural areas totalled 960,000. This
figure is expected to drop to 870,000 by the year 2005. The number of permanent
dwellings is expected to deaease from 360,000 to 320,00 in the same period. Housing
consfructed after 1997 wiIl account for about 40,000 of this total. More than 90% of
new housing wffl be equipped wiffi water dosets, whereas most of the old dwellings
likely to be abandoned have earth dosets. The number of holiday homes is also on
the way up, and ffiere has been steady hnprovement in their standard of amenifies.
Ali this means ffiat the rural areas wffl be a source of increasing water pollution
unless wastewater treatment is improved.
It is eslimated ffiat in 1995, phosphorus discharges from rural areas were
more than one and a half times higher than the discharges from urban areas. On
the other hand, the nitrogen load from rural areas accounted for a lower percentage
of total water pollution. ff the water protection targets concerningbiological oxygen
demand and phosphorus set for rural areas are to be met, wastewater from ail
permanent dweffings built and renovated after 1997 and ail new holiday homes
should be treated using the best available technology. In addfflon, waste and
wastewater treatment in existing dweffings wiffi inadequate wastewater treatment
and dilapidated structures should be improved. These improvements should cover
a total of 60,000 permanent dwellings and 50,000 holiday homes constmcted before
1998.
The need to improve wastewater treatment in rural areas wffl be taken into
account in the new envfronmental protection act, now under preparation, and in
forthcoming amendments to the Water Act. Earth dosets and water-saving
applications should be given pHority when waste management altematives are
considered. At present, there are no nitrogen-removal technologies suitable for
treafing wastewater in rural areas and, ffius, it is essenifal to develop and test such
technologies. Water protection should be promoted with education, disseminaifon
of informafion, increasing use of professional water and waste management, land
use planning and incentives for housing repafrs and renovation. These measures
should reduce water pollufion by rural areas and holiday homes as follows:
1992 2005
pollutant (IJa) (t/a)
biological oxygen demand 9,500 3,800
phosphorus 415 300
In rural areas where wastewater is a potenfial threat to groundwater, sewerage
systems should be constructed and wastewater freated outside groundwater areas.
To prevent any unconfrolled entry of wastewater into groundwater and to minimize
polluffon risks, sewerage systems should be maintained in good condffion.
3.2.4 Traffic
Groundwater pollution caused by accidents involving road and rail transport of
dangerous substances can be a serious environmental and health hazard. Thus,
every effort should be made to prevent such acddents and linilt the consequent
damage to the environment. More attenfion should also be paid to safety of water
transport and the prevention of environmental damage resulting from acädents
in water areas.
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The systems currently used for operating and maintaining waste management in
the transport sector are either technologically inadequate or not used as effidenfly
as necessary. Anti-sldd materiais used on roads and at airports have been found to
pollute groundwater; ships discharge their waste and wastewater directly into sea
water and lakes; the black water from railway carriages usually ends up on the
tradc and waste treatment in fadlifies serving road fraffic often leaves much to be
desired.
The attaininent of the targets outlined in this proposal can reduce the danger
of pollufion caused by the transport sedor. The authoflties responsible for the
various forms of transport should take the proposed water protection targets into
account when drawing up and implementing acffon plans.
3.2.5 Groundwater protection
Groundwater protection differs from the protecffon of surface water in that Water
Rights Courts cannot grant any exempfions to the total ban on groundwater
pollution. Thus, ffiere is no point in setting any targets concerning groundwater
pollufion. The groundwater protecffon targets, the most important of which is the
safeguarding of urban water supply, are largely based on the Water Act.
Consideration should be given to measures by which the targets can be achieved.
Groundwater is very important to urban areas. Since the early 1970s, it has
catered for a steadily rising percentage of urban water needs, while at the same
time, surface water has declined in importance. Groundwater is of uniform quality
and provides a secure and risk-free water source and, consequentiy, it is more and
more widely used. Groundwater accounts for about 55% of aH water consumption
in urban areas and the figure is set to rise in the fiiture.
The dassfficaffon of groundwater areas in three categofies by the environmental
authoriffes is based on their value as a water source. In groundwater protection,
priority shouid be given to preventive measures in important (category 1) and
potentially important (category II) areas. The aim of overail regional pianning
incorporated in regional Iand-use planning and the permit and notificaffon
procedure is to keep operaffons and plants endangering goundwater outside
groundwater areas which are important or potentially important for water suppiy.
Shouid this not be possibie, risks to groundwater should be eliminated by taldng
adequate protection measures and imposing operational restrictions.
Harmful acfivffies already iocated in groundwater areas pose a serious
probiem. They should be inspected and any defects should be dealt with. Moreover,
monitoring of groundwater should be made more effecfive so that any discharges
can be deteded. Environmental informafion systems shouid be improved to make
the monitoring of groundwater quality and the use of monitoring information
more effecfive. However, it is not possible to prepare a comprehensive survey of
ali cases of groundwater polluifon; they are deait with on a case-by-case basis
whenever they come to light.
In keeping with the present approach, groundwater protecffon measures
shouid be considered on a case-by-case basis. This will involve a lot of work, because
there are more ffian 7,000 groundwater areas in Finland and thousands of risk
cases. A ‘protecffon pian procedure’, drawn up for the inspecffon of groundwater
areas, will also be used in the future. Moreover, Water Rights Courts can order
protective zones to be established around groundwater intakes.
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3.3 Neighbouring countries and the BaItic Sea
On May 15, 1996, the Cabinet foreign and Security Policy Committee approved
the finnish strategy concerning cooperaffon with neighbouring countries for the
planning period 1997-2000. Environmental protec%on is one of its priority areas in
boffi bilateral and mulifiateral cooperafion.
Alarming developments have been taking place in the Gulf of Finland, the
most heavily poiluted part of the Baffic Sea. In 1996 and 1997, the deep areas of the
Gulf of Finland were anoxic for exceptionally long periods and in summer 1997,
fishing and recreaffonal activffies in its coastal areas were resfficted by extensive
blue-green algal blooms. However, only about 10% of the Gulf of Fhiland’s human
based discharges come from finnish sources and ffius, measures taken by Finland
alone would not he enough to improve the overail condfflon of this sea area.
The Helsinki Commission and international finandal institufions are engaged in
active cooperafion aimed at protecting the Baltic Sea and redudng the nutrient
discharges flowing into this sea area. Water protection measures taken by major
polluters in our neighbouring countries, in particular by those targeted by the
Helsinki Commission, can bring about a reducfion in the overail pollution of the
Baffic Sea and, in partictilar, the Gulf of Finland. The resulffng drop in nufrient
leveis in sea currents would also improve the overafi condffion of our southern
coastal waters. Finland should use ali available means to promote water protection
measures in our neighbouring counffies so as to achieve a significant reducfion in
discharges into the Baffic Sea and, in particular, the Gulf of Finland.
3.4 Water management and restoration
Water areas targeted for management and restoraifon can be used for a muifitude
of purposes and wili acquire added importance for sodety as a whole. This is
parficularly true of water areas near seffiements. Restorafion plans should he drawn
up for the most seriously affeded waters and their catchment areas, and adequate
resources should he allocated for the most urgent measures. The outcome of the
projects can he improved hy encouraging cooperation between ail parties dealing
with water areas and their utilizafion.
Water management and restoration should he promoted by encouraging local
authorifies, assodafions and private dtizens to launch their own water protection
and management measures. Management and restoration should increasingly focus
on polluted lakes, where a cut in intemal load can significanfly speed up the process
which restores the lake to a state corresponding to a reducfion in external load.
Management of fish stocks wili he hroadened so ffiat in addffion to imposing an
obligafion to stock fish in a lake, it wili also he possible to indude an ohligafion to
manage the fish stocks through fishing practices. When dedsions on the
management of the fish stocks are made, the condffion of the water area concerned
and its fish stodc and the targets set should he taken into account. New management
and restoraifon meffiods aimed at redudng harmful impacts on the habitat should
be developed and used in restoration and management projects involving habitats
of threatened spedes and protected water areas. Protection plans drawn up for
maintaining biodiversity of spedes should he taken into account when
implementing water management and restorafion projects.
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3.5 Other activities affecting water areas
When hydraulic engineering projects and regulation of waterflow are planned
and implemented, consideration should be given to correct timing, working
methods and reduction in the volume of solid matter washed away by water flows.
Environmental effects of hydraulic engineering, regulation of waterflow and short
term water level regulation at hydroelecffic power plants should be reduced by
paying more allenfion to project impiementation, the use and management of the
completed projeds and by making surveys and reviewing the conditions attached
to the permits granted by Water Rights Courts.
Subsoil drainage should be developed further in tandem with offier water
protecffon and environmental management measures applied to cultivated areas.
The changes incorporated in subsoil drainage legislafion will give greater
considerafion to environmental protection.
Considerafion should be given to water and shore habitats whenever activffles
affecting water areas are planned and implemented. The aim is to safeguard the
existing water condffion and the ecological funcfioning of water and shore habitats.
Protection or recovery of water areas requiring spedal protection and small bodies
of water in their natural state or possessing substantial fish stocks or other
environmental value should be safeguarded in accordance with chapter 1, sections
15a and 17a of the Water Act.
Protection of water landscapes should be integrated in land use planning.
Valuable landscapes in water areas should be protected by developing landscape
management planning and impiementation of management measures. Moreover,
cooperation between the authorities and other parties in land use planning should
be intensffied.
Overail planning of regional land use (part of regional and master planning) and
land extraction permits should be used to keep land ex&action outside groundwater
areas which are important or potentially important for water supply, so ffiat risks
to groundwater can be eliminated. Granting of land extraction permits should be
made condfflonal on the use of groundwater-Mendly equipment and methods,
and the same should apply to the preparafion of extracfion, landscaping and
aftercare plans.
In the deaning of contaminated soil, priority should be given to measures
necessary for dealing with toxic substances accumulated in boifom sediments in
water areas and the deaning of contaminated soil in shore zones. The sites in
groundwater areas where acfion is most urgently required should be surveyed.
Cleaning should be carried out using methods that do not have any significant
impact on the quality of the water environment. To reduce discharges into surface
water, treatment of leachate from landfihls should be made more effective. Spedal
attenfion should be paid to the treatment of this leachate at its source and the
reducfion of harmful substances in leachate waters. Pretreatment of leachate waters
entering the public sewerage system and the performance of wastewater treatment
plants should be improved to prevent leachate waters ftom causing any disrupfions
to the plants’ operaffons.
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Impact of (be proposal
...................................................
4.! Economic impact
General
Water protecfion costs arise ftom project-specffic measures, which are usually
prepared in conjunction with the processing of water and environmental perinits.
This Resolution does not entail any direct costs, because the target programme is
not binding on Water Rights Courts, the judidal authority granting project-spedfic
permits. The public administrafion is expected to take the programme targets into
account in its dedsion-making processes, however, and, thus, the Resolution is
essenfially designed to function in the capadty of a mechanism for steering and
promoting protection measures.
The proposed target programme gives indusfry and business pienty of time
to harmonize their environmental protection operaffons in line with the
programme’s objectives. With long-term and well-focused water protection, human
and economic resources can be put to more effident use and, consequently,
misdirected investments can be avoided. As a resuit, significant savings can be
achieved, as compared with a short-sighted approach to water protection. As the
water protection targets are of a general nature and comprise a broad range of
acfivifies, it is dffficult to estimate the overali costs of the Resolufion. In internal
production-related measures, it is difficult to disffnguish between water protecffon
investments and investments aimed at making the producfion process more
effident, and thus, it is difficult to give an accurate assessment of the precise
economic impact of the programme.
In keeping with the ‘pofluter-pays’ prindple, the polluter is responsible for
covering the cost of upgrading water protecfion. This means ffiat the cost of
improved water protection is ultimately transferred to the price of water-pollufion
services and commodffies. Ari exception to tMs rule is agriculture, for which
environmental subsidies are granted under the EU agri-environmental programme
and agricultural investment subsidies for flnandng water protection projects.
In calculating polluter-spedfic costs, total investments have been converted
into annual costs using an annuity meffiod with an amorfization period of between
10 and 20 years (depending on the type of investment) and an interest rate of 6%.
When examining economic effects, annual water protecfion costs are usually
compared with the total annual production value of the polluting activity. The
purpose of this approach is to examine water protecfion costs as part of the overail
operations and fadlitate the comparison of the economic costs of water protection
borne by different sedors.
Rural business
Since 1995, most of the water protecfion measures undertaken in agriculture have
been intplemented under the voluntary Environmental Programme for Agriculture
approved and partly funded by the EU, and through agricultural investment
subsidies.
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In 1997, agricultural environmental subsidies amounted to around FIM 1.7 billion.
The sum comprises the farmers’ poffion of the costs arising ftom protection
measures, income losses and incenfives to join the programme. The water
protection targets for agriculture are based on the assumption that the subsidy
programme, set to end in 1999, wffl continue after ffiat date.
The annual costs aflsing from water protection in animal husbandry and crop
culfivation and income losses caused by the measures are estimated at FIM 1.2
billion in the period 19954999. The measures are included in the condffions of the
basic porfion of the environmental subsidy and other spedal subsidies. Most of
the cost is covered by environmental subsidies, which amount to around fIM 1.7
billion annually in the period 19954999.
The reduction targets for agricultural discharges set out in this programme
wffl he achieved wiffi voluntary subsidies, investment subsidies, counselling and
training. Renovafion of manure and silage stores so that ffiey meet water protection
standards would requfre a sum of about HM 1 billion during the entire programme
period. The FIM90 mi]lion extra investment cost farmers are expected to pay is 1%
of the FIM 7.9 billion income from animal husbandry they received in 1995.
Water protecfion costs to he paid by the foresfry sedor are largely dependent
on the width of the protective zones and forest management methods. Protective
zones of 5-10 metres in width would reduce the forest owners’ annual cuffing
revenue by around FIM 85 million. The addfflonal costs resulting from more
effident water protection measures taken in conjunction with improved drainage
methods would amount to around FIM12 million annually in the next few years.
The annual extra cost of around FIM97 million is 1% of the annual cutting revenue
of the finnish forests, which averaged FIM 8.1 billion in the period 1994-1996. The
development and introduction of forest management methods gMng greater
consideraffon to water protecfion would reduce the overail environmental
discharges of the Finnish forest sector and make its products more competffive.
Cnidal factors contributing to this competffive edge would be a producfion process
with minimal environmental impact and sustainable use of renewable resources.
More attention should be paid to water protection in greenhouse cultivation
taking place in groundwater areas which are important or potentially important
for water supply and near protected water areas. Investments requfred for
equipping greenhouses with dosed-loop water systems are estimated at FIM 350
million. The resulting annual cost equals 4% of the total FIM 1.1 billion income
ftom greenhouse production in 1996: around FIM47 million. It should he noted,
however, ffiat a large percentage of greenhouse farmers aiready comply wiffi water
protection regulaions, and only a small propoffion of enterprises are faced with
the need to overhaul ffieir systems.
fish farming should apply best available technology to more than half of its
esflmated 2005 capadty of 24,500 tonnes. The required total investment is estimated
at fIM 100 million. The annual investment cost of around FIM 13.5 million would
lie 3% of the estimated 2005 producfion of FIM 400 million. However, allowance
should lie made for the fluctuating costs of sludge removal systems and the
development of water protection technology. The estimated addffional costs wffl
increase fish prices by around FIM 0.6/kg. In the period 1991-1993, the average
producer price for fish was around FIM 21/kg and in the period 1994-1996, FIM 17/
kg.
If the targets set for fur farming are to be achieved, an estimated FIM 400
million should be invested in the period 1996-2005. The sum indudes the renovation
of existing farms, farm relocafions and the introduction of new techno1ogy The
industry is prone to fluctuaffons in fur prices and demand. Fur producffon peaked
in 1985 (around 8 million ft.irs) and dropped to its lowest level in 1991 (around 2.5
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million). Duiing the last few years, the annual production has varied between 4
and 4.5 million furs with a value of around FIM 1.7 biilion. Thus, the annual water
protection cost of around FIM50 million is 3% of the annual fur production.
A reducfion in discharges of solid matter and humus in peat production would
requfre investments of around FIM 150 million in the period 1995-2005. The figure
is based on the assumption that the production area wffl reach 70,000 hectares in
the year 2005. The annual cost of around FIM 30 million arising from these
investments would be 2% of the estimated FIM 1.3 billion production generated
by an area of 70,000 hectares. In 1996, the producUon area was about 55,000 hedares
and the value of peat produced was FIM 1.1 billion.
Industry
Environmental protecfion is central to day-to-day industrial operations and,
consequently, the total amount of discharges and environmental effects are given
high priority when investments in production technology are made. Environmental
investments are increasingly being targeted at the development and modernizaUon
of production processes because the environmentally conscious markets are
subjecting products and production processes to ever doser scrutiny. It is very
difficult to distinguish between requirements for environmental investments made
by authorffies, market demands and the roufine maintenance and modernization
of producfion processes. It is even more difficult to make a disffnction between
operating and maintenance costs. Only the investment and operating costs of
wastewater treatment outside the production process can indisputably be dassffied
as water protecfion costs.
In 1995, the pulp and paper industry accounted for about 80% of ali indusffial
investment in water protection and the sector wiII maintain its dominant posiifon
in tMs respect. Mmost ail wastewater from pulp, paper and board mills in Finland
is treated with modern and effident biological processes. During the period covered
by the target programme, a large number of existing treatment plants will be
expanded and made more effident.
Environmental investment in the pulp and paper indusfry, as well as in other
branches of industry, is primarily targeted at process technology, in particular at
white water systems. Most investment is incorporated in planned expansions or
modernizafions or in projeds afready under way. Significant improvements in
wastewater treatment are also planned iii metal and chemical indusffies.
In the 1990s, water protection has accounted for between 2.5% and 4% of ail
industrial investment. In 1995, water protection investment totalled around FIM
920 million and annual operating and maintenance costs around FIM 650 million.
The latter sum indudes FIM 250 million of annual sewage fees paid to public
sewerage works.
It is esbmated ffiat industry wffl spend between FIM 1 and 1.1 billion on
water protecfion annually. By the year 2005, the annual operaffng and maintenance
costs of water protection are estimated at between FIM 750 and 800 million. The
proporfion of the overail economic impact of water protection on industrial
production wffl probably remain unchanged, if the annual growth in industrial
production stays at 2%.
The total FIM 1.6 billion expenditure on water protection is about 0.4% of the
annual industrialproducffon of FIM 382 bfflion and about 1.2% ofits added value.
Setttements
Chemical treatment of wastewater ftom urban areas should be converted into a
biochemical process during the period 1995-2005. Phosphoms and nuffientremoval
rates should also be improved. These measures are esbmated to generate additional
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annual costs of FIM 150 million by the year 2005. In 1991-1995, annual investment
in wastewater treatment averaged about fIM 320 million; in 1996 the figure was
about FIM 220 million. Modernization of existing fadilties that wffl remain
operaifonal is expected to cost between FIM 100 and 150 million. Thus, water
protection targets can lie achieved by maintaining the present level of investment
in wastewater treatment plants between now and the year 2005. The annual
operating costs of freatment plants is estimated to rise by FIM 150 million.
The annual amount of wastewater for which urban areas wifl lie charged is
estimated to reach 400 million m3by the year 2005. Thus, improvements in
wastewater treatment and increased operating costs would cause the sewage fee
to rise by FIM 0.7/m3, which is 10% of the FIM 7.28/m3 average at the end of 1995.
The number of permanent dwellings in rural areas is esfimated to lie 320,000
in the year 2005. Of this total, 32,000 would have been bufit after 1997. If the targets
are to lie met, wastewater of ail dweffings consfructed after 1997 should lie treated
using the best available technology. In addffion, the sewerage systems and
wastewater treatment of at least 60,000 dweilings built before 1998 should lie
modernized.
The estimated costs of water protection improvements in rural areas are based
on the assumpfion ffiat wastewater treatment will be improved by treafing soil
after sludge separation or by introducing earth dosets and waste compos%ng. Soil
freatment is esfimated to requfre investment of around FIM 1.1 billion and earth
dosets of FIM 120 miilion, bringing the annual costs of these measures to around
FIM 110 million. The annual operafing costs generated by improved wastewater
treatment in 320,000 rural dweffings would amount to about FIM 160 million.
Compared with 1997, the addi%onal costs of these improvements are estimated to
average FIM 310 for each rural resident annually.
The number of holiday homes is estimated to rise from 416,000 to 510,000 in
the period 1995-2005. If their water protecffon targets are to be met, the estimated
60,000 holiday homes to lie constructed afier 1997 should treat their waste and
wastewater by making use of compost toilets and soil infiitraifon treatment of
wastewater. In addfflon, waste and wastewater treatment systems should lie
improved in 50,000 existing holiday homes. Investment and more effldent
utilization are estimated to increase the average annual costs of holiday homes by
FIM 150 between now and the year 2005.
Groundwater protection
It is impossible to estirnate the total costs of groundwater protection between now
and the year 2005. The need for protection measures should be assessed on a case
by-case basis at ali sites where activffles pose or threaten to pose a fisk to
groundwater resources. Drawing up proteetion plans is one way of establishing
the need for protecffon in groundwater areas where potenfial risk acffvities aiready
exist. However, the impact of any new activffles starting between now and the
year 2005 remains outside the scope of these plans. Thus, reliable cost estimates of
gToundwater protection can only lie given at the end of tbis period.
Typical groundwater protecffon measures entaffing costs are: the construction
of protection basins and drains, modernizafion of existing tanks and pipes or the
use of high-quality and, consequently, more expensive alternatives, ground
surfadng or sealing, introduction of monitoring and alarm systems, the use of
risk-free but more expensive chemicals, improved treatment of wastewater or
drainage water, more effident waste treatment and recyding, treatment of
contaminated soil and dealing with polluted groundwater. Restrictions in gravel
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extraction will also generate costs, as income ftom sales wffl inevitably be cut.
However, some protection measures, such as the prevenfion of oil and chemical
pollufion, will also benefit the operators.
Protecffon measures involve considerable cost fluctuafions. In some locaflons,
addiffonal groundwater protection may not be necessary, as the problems have
aiready been dealt with. On the other hand, the protection of roadside ditches,
where necessary, wi]1 entail costs of about FIM 1 million per road kilomefre. The
cost of dealing with groundwater pollufion can also vary considerably. In serious
cases, the research costs alone can amount to hundreds of thousands of Finnish
marks, not to mention the repair costs, which can run into millions.
4.2 Environmental effects
The programme should increase the area of waters dassified as being m very good
condifion by 600 km2, ftom the present 10,200 km2. The total area of lakes dassffied
in the ‘good’ category should dedine by almost 300 km2, frcm 11,400 km2. This is
because more water areas wffl move upto the ‘very good’ category than are likely
to drop down to the ‘satisfactory’ category. The area of lakes of safisfactory water
quality should decrease by about 300 km2, from 5,150 km2, and the area of lakes
with adequate water quality by 30 km2, from 1,040 km2. The total area of lakes
wiffipoor water quality, 140 km2, should remain unchanged.
The programme should hait the dedine in water quality in rivers. The total
length of rivers wiffi adequate water quality should increase by 20 km, from 3,800
km and the total leng-th of good quality rivers should also increase by 20 km, from
4,300 km.
It is esfimated that a reducfion in phosphorus discharges into sea areas wffl
markedly improve water quality m the inner parts of our archipelagos. The high
content of inorganic nutrients and an effecfive nuffient cyde in coastal waters and
open water areas would prevent any wider impact.
Cuts in nufrient discharges could reduce eufrophicafion in some parts of the
Archipelago Sea and the Gulf of Finland. A quick 25% reduction in the discharges
ftowing to the Bothnian Bay would bring the phosphorus content of this sea area
down to the 1980s level in 30 years. Nitrate content, however, would come down
much faster and could actually drop under the 1960s leveis.
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Preparation
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO..O....
By commission of the Ministry of the Environment, the National Board of Waters
and the Environment began to draw up future targets for water protection in
1993. Long-term development of water protection as laid down in the 1988 Council
of State Deäsion on ‘Water Protection Targets for the Year 2005’ had to be inifiated
and, therefore, new targets were considered necessary The National Board of
Waters and Environment appointed a project management group which also
induded representatives from the Ministry of the Envfronment and the regional
administration as its members. In spring 1995, the Nafional Board of Waters and
the Envfronment became the Finnish Environment Institute, and its management
group was assigned the task of managing the project. After a comprehensive
preparatory stage involving a broad range of parfidpants, the proposal of the
Finnish Envfronment Institute was presented on April 1,1996.
On March 21, 1996, the Ministry of the Envfronment appointed a working
group with the task of preparing a proposal for a Council of State Resolution on
Water Protection Targets for the Year 2005. The task was based on the proposal
made by the Finnish Environment Instiffite. In its preparatory work, the group
was to take water protection programmes prepared for various environmental
sectors into account, and the proposal also had to be in keeping with EU laws and
legislation on water protection under preparaifon.
In addffion to the Ministry of the Environment, the following parties were
represented in the worldng group: the Ministry of Trade and Indusfry, the Ministry
of Agriculture and Forestry, the Ministry of Sodal Affairs and Health, regional
envfronment centres and the finnish Fnvironment Institute. During its iniifal
stages, the worldng group heard the representatives of the following parties: the
Ministry of the Environment, the Minisfry of Agriculture and foresfry, the Finnish
Forest Research Insfftute, the Forestry Development Centre Tapio, the
Confederaffon of Finnish Industry and Employees, the Chemical Industry
Federation of Finland, the finnish forest Indusffies Federation, the Finnish Power
Coundl, the finnish Fish farmers Assodation, the Association of finnish Peat
Indusifies, the Finnish fur Breeders’ Assodation, the Central Union of Agricultural
Producers and Forest Owners, Svenska Lantbruksproducenternas Centralförbund,
Svenska Lantbrukssällskapens Förbund, the Agricultural Economics Research
Insfiffite, the Agricultural Research Centre, the Assodation of Rural Advisory
Centres, the Finnish Water and Waste Water Works Assodation and the Associafion
of Finnish Local and Regional Authorffies. The worldng group presented its
unanimous proposal for a Coundil of State Resolufion on Water Protecffon 1rgets
for the Year 2005 on November 28, 1996.
The final proposal for the Coundl of State Resolution was prepared in the
Ministry of the Environment. The proposal incorporates the water protection
targets and targets for groundwater protecfion put forward by the working group
appointed by the Minisfry. The working group was unanimous in its
recommendations. Unlike the working group report, the proposal also makes
reference to cooperation with neighbouring countries. Based on addiffonal studies,
targets concerning rural areas and holiday homes have been revised. In cooperation
with various sectors, the Ministry of the Environment wffl draw up an acfion
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programme incorporafing the means and measures necessary for the
impiementation of the targets set out in the Resolution. Informaifon on FU
legislafion and economic impact have been added to the preamble of the proposal.
In a hearing, held on January 21, 1998, the following parties expressed ffieir
opinions on the proposal: the Minisfry of Justice, the Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry, the Minisfry of Transport and Communicafions, the Ministry of Trade
and Industry, the Ministry of Sociat Affairs and Healffi, the Confederation of Finnish
Industry and Employers, the Finnish Forest Indusffies Federaifon, the Chemicat
Industry Federafion of Finland, the Finnish Energy Indusifies Federation FINERGY,
the Finnish Fish farmers Assodation, the Assodation of Finnish Peat Industries,
the Finnish Fur Breeders’ Assodation, the Central Union of Agricultural Producers
and Forest Owners, Svenska Lantbruksproducenternas Centialförbund, Svenska
Lantbrukssäflskapens Förbund, Natur och Miljö rf, the Agricultural Research
Centre, the Assodafion of Rural Ädvisory Centres, the Finnish Water and Waste
Water Works Assodaifon, the Assodafion of finnish Local and Regional Auffiorffies
and the finnish Assodation for Nature Conservaffon. After these opinions were
heard, water management and restorafion was given more emphasis and was
allocated a chapter of its own. Moreover, boffi the proposal and preamble texts
were clarified.
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The finnish Environment
Water Protection Targets for the Year 2005
The main purpose of the target programme for water protection is to reduce and
prevent eutrophication. Water protection planning, decsion-making and supervision
in Finland are covered by the Council of State Resolution on water protection issued
on March 19, 1998.
I
1
The general aim of water protection is that the condition of the Baltic Sea and inland
surface waters will no longer be adversely affected by human activities and that
there will be an improvement in the condition of waters previously suffering
detrimental effects. The quality and quantity of groundwater in Finland must be
widely preserved at least at their present levels, and in areas where groundwater
quality had previously been degraded by human activities it must be improved.
Contamination of water will be prevented primarily by action taken at the locations in
which discharges occur. To reduce and prevent eutrophication, the level of nutrient
discharges to waters as a consequence of human activities in particular will be
reduced. Using polluter-specific targets, nitrogen load caused by human activity will
be reduced by about 40% and phosphorus load by about 45% from their 1991-1995
levels. Targets will also be imposed for reductions in oxygen depletion and various
harmful substances.
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